What do you mean?

1. Here are two separate meanings of the same word. Can you work out what the word is? Use the Oxford School Dictionary to help you.
   a) • only slightly warm
      • not very enthusiastic
   b) • a shaking or trembling movement
      • a slight earthquake
   c) • an animal’s nose and mouth
      • the open end of a gun
   d) • a piece of rock
      • a jewel
   e) • a large feather
      • one of the spines on a hedgehog
   f) • a secret plan
      • the story in a play, novel, or film
   g) • a ship or boat
      • a container, especially for liquid
   h) • a heavy spear
      • a freshwater fish
   i) • a present
      • a natural talent
   j) • quickly
      • firmly

2. Can you find the words in this word search?

   L Q S T O N E F
   Q U I K V H T P
   P I K E L E R L
   F L W E L J E O
   F L G Z W S M T
   A A Z I S A O B
   X U S E F B R E
   M Y V T H T V M